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SAMPLE CONTRACT
This is an agreement between Hubert Bartosz, proprietor of compnetspec.com, and
_________________, hereinafter referred to as “photographer”.
Photographs will be submitted for inclusion on compnetspec.com in formats and
by a procedure agreed to by all parties. Present requirements are thumbnail no larger
than100 pixels on the longest dimension, and a full-size display version no larger than
560pixels on the longest dimension. A full resolution version is also required but will not
be available online, of at least 4 MP. Descriptive information (title, subjects, an optional
description) must be submitted with each photo in a format to be specified. Each file will
be named according to a formula based on a sequential number beginning with
________(e.g., thumbnail ________S.jpg, large online version, ______L.jpg, master
________.jpg).
Hubert Bartosz reserves the right to refuse photographs or to adjust descriptive
terminology as required to fit with the site. Photo size requirements may be adjusted by
mutual agreement.
Full resolution versions will be provided by request to individuals for personal use only;
for commercial use USD$55 will be charged for a non-exclusive license. Hubert Bartosz
will retain a 20% fee and remit the remainder to the photographer within a week. Fees
may be adjusted as agreed to by all parties subject to this agreement.
The photographer retains all rights to his or her photographs, including licensing or
selling them to others and by this agreement grants a non-exclusive license to Hubert
Bartosz and componetspec.com to use the photos as defined in this agreement for as
long as this agreement is in force.
This agreement can be nullified by any party with a 30-day notice, at which point all
properties will be returned to their respective owners.
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